Modern or traditional?
Choose the hotel you like!
An emotional journey to discover enchanting Piedmont, the beauty aspects of which generate
ever-increasing fascination, and the birthplace of the Slow Food Generation.
Discover nature in the midst of grapevines, impressive castles, hazelnut forests and fertile soil
for truffles. Become the main actor: enjoy a unique experience which will stay with you for a
long time.

Services
3 nights overnight stay in a good 3* hotel (modern or traditional)
3 breakfast buffets
2 evening meals in a hotel
1 Alba Langhe full day tour guide with “Hunt the Truffle” with a truffle dog
Tasting of truffle-flavour-products with a glass of wine,
A small gift for the winner (“Best Truffle Hunter of the Day”)
Full day tour guide Asti Monferrato Canelli with evening meal in a wine cellar
Visit to the underground sparkling wine cathedral with a glass of Metodo
Classico
Entry to the Tapestry Museum in Asti
Evening meal in a wine cellar including wine tasting with “Guess the Wine”
A bottle of wine for the „Guess the Wine” winner

Package Price per person, 4 days
from € 199(*) in a traditional hotel
from € 247(**) in a modern hotel

Hotel Terre dei Savoia - Caramagna (CN)
A modern and inviting place thanks to the warm colours which
resemble the lands of the Savoys and the vaulted ceilings which
recreate the forms of the hills and vineyards of the Langhe.
The 26 rooms are equipped with every comfort: a private bathroom
with shower, a smart TV flat, free Wi-Fi, a safe, a refrigerator,
complimentary water and air conditioning. The bar, the restaurant
and a rich breakfast buffet make a stay here a perfect experience.
There is bus parking available in the courtyard of the hotel. The
Hotel Terre dei Savoia is ideal for visiting the heart of Piedmont,
thanks to the strategic proximity to Turin (39 km), Saluzzo (29
km), Alba (35 km) and the wonderful Langhe (Unesco World
Heritage site) (26 km). Only 5 km away is the castle of Racconigi,
rich in original furniture and surrounded by a beautiful park. Ask
about a 1-night extension and the programme “A day among the
castles of the Savoie”.

Hotel Villa Conte Riccardi - Rocca D'arazzo (AT)
The Hotel Villa Conte Riccardi 3* lies on a hill in a park and has a
solarium and an outdoor pool (open from May to September), and
is located 600 m away from the centre of Rocca d'Arazzo and only
12 km from Asti, the heart of Monferrato. The hotel used to be
the residence of a bishop and it maintains the style and
architecture of the period.
It is an excellent starting point for exploring the Langhe and the
Monferrato, which is recognised by UNESCO as a World Heritage
Site.
The 32 comfortable and spacious rooms are equipped with a
flatscreen TV, a direct dial telephone, a mini-refrigerator, a safe, a
hair dryer and central heating. The beautiful restaurant with its
luminous glass windows, the bar, the two relaxation rooms and the
free WLAN will ensure that your guests have a pleasant stay.
There is a large private car park for buses and cars.

Travel dates
19.04
28.04
03.05
10.05
18.05
24.05
31.05
07.06
14.06
21.06
27.06

-

22.04
01.05
06.05
13.05
21.05
27.05
03.06
10.06
17.06
24.06
30.06

Intern. Workers' Day
Ascension
Pentecost
Corpus Christi

July and August on request
06.09 - 09.09
13.09 - 16.09
20.09 - 23.09
27.09 - 30.09
30.09 - 03.10
04.10 - 07.10
11.10 - 14.10
18.10 - 21.10
25.10 - 28.10
01.11 - 04.11

Traditional Hotel
Hotel Villa Conte Riccardi 3*

Modern Hotel
Hotel Terre dei Savoia sup. 3*

April from € 202,00
May - August from € 215,00
September - October from
€ 229,00

April from € 247,00
May - August from € 259,00
September - October from
€ 273,00

Programme
Day 1 - Arrival and check-in at your selected hotel. Overnight stay
and evening meal.
Day 2 - Full day excursion at Alba Langhe with “Hunt the Truffle”.
The starting point for the tour is the famous “Langhe”, a beautiful
hilly landscape which is dotted with wineries, farms, castles and
palaces; enough to guarantee eventful experiences.
You are the main actor here, along with your „Truffle Master”! One by
one everyone gets to experience the emotion of following a truffle
dog with a very special feeling: the feeling of discovering the precious
tuber. The truffle hunter’s most interesting discovery of the day will
be a small present! In the afternoon you will visit Alba, the city of a
hundred towers and a truffle transshipment point. Then you will
return to the hotel for an evening meal.
Day 3 - Full day excursion Asti Monferrato Canelli with “Guess the
Wine”.
After breakfast you will head to the impressive Monferrato region, a
slightly different wine region in Piedmont. You will “dive into” the
fascinating champagne cellar of Canelli, also known as the
“underground cathedral”: a labyrinth of tunnels, galleries and stairs
dug under the city 3 centuries ago, and where champagne continues
to be refined to this day. The group will assemble prior to the
departure. In the afternoon is the visit to Asti, a picturesque village
which is rich in history. Here you will visit a tapestry place and
understand the great craftsmanship involved in the making of a
tapestry, whether antique or modern.
In the evening you will enjoy a rustic dinner in a wine cellar: a
pleasant evening in direct contact with the hosts with indulgent
sampling of house wines in the game „Guess the Wine”. The winner
will win a bottle of wine. If there are multiple winners, the bottle of
wine will be split. Then you return to the hotel for an overnight stay.
Day 4 - Again, today will be full of emotions on the journey back
home. Arrivederci Piemonte!

Patrizia & Marta
Tel +39 0183 548208
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